ACADEMIC SCHOLARLY EXCELLENCE WITH MORE. A BROADER COMMITMENT. A LARGER SENSE OF THE WORLD.

GLOBAL FROM MADAGASCAR TO THE MOON, WE HELP OUR SCHOLARS SHARE THEIR TALENTS ON THE EARTH AND BEYOND.

LEADERS UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES FOR OUR SCHOLARS TO LEARN, LEAD, AND HAVE AN IMPACT ON THE GREATER GOOD.

Mission
The mission of the Schreyer Honors College is to promote:
- Achieving academic excellence with integrity
- Building a global perspective, and
- Creating opportunities for leadership and civic engagement

Vision
To educate men and women who will have an important and ethical influence in the world, affecting academic, professional, civic, social, and business outcomes.

To improve educational practice and to be recognized as a leading force in honors education nationwide.
Schreyer Honors College was recently ranked as one of the nation’s top public honors colleges and is widely recognized as one of the foremost undergraduate programs in the United States. The honors experience at Penn State offers small class size and one-to-one access to distinguished faculty, all within one of the world’s leading research institutions. The small living/learning community within a bigger institution offers individualized support and countless opportunities, including mentoring connections with Penn State alumni who have gone on to become industry leaders.
On a typical day, Leen Obeidat can be found behind the desk drafting the headlines rather than being featured in them.

Obeidat joined The Daily Collegian as a freshman with a vested interest in finance.

“Being a part of the Sales Department opened my eyes, and I grew a passion for the media industry.”

Currently, she serves as the Business Manager of The Daily Collegian, overseeing the five departments that make up the business division of Penn State’s independent student newspaper.

“I didn’t know of the Penn State pride coming here. I’ve seen people that really like going to their school, but I’ve never seen people really proud of what they’re studying and what they’re doing other than at Penn State.”

Originally from Amman, Jordan, Obeidat looked at colleges all over the world that would deviate from the modern city life that she had known growing up. Obeidat decided to find her second home at Penn State, which offered both a highly competitive business school and small-town feel.

“Being a woman from the Middle East has really empowered me. I know it’s going to be a little extra hard for me to find a job here [in the U.S.], so I look for ways to stand out and Schreyer has helped me with that.”

Last spring, Obeidat received an invitation to join the Schreyer Honors College through the Gateway entry program. Since being admitted to Schreyer, Obeidat has noticed among the Scholars that she has met a shared passion for growing and being more successful.

“It’s not just school anymore for us; it’s doing extra stuff outside. Because we are in Schreyer we understood from day one that we wanted to stand out and that we wanted to be different. There are more than 40,000 students here on this campus—how do you stand out?”

“Being a Scholar helps you stand out whether it’s applying to jobs, getting leadership positions on campus, even just talking to professors about your Schreyer research helps you connect to people and expands your network.”
NATASHA NAGLE
Geosciences, Classics and Ancient Mediterranean Studies, and
Anthropology Triple Major
International Studies and Jewish Studies Minors
Public Relations Chair, Penn State Global Ambassadors

Natasha Nagle developed a taste for archaeology at a young age. She didn’t even have to go down the street.

“We have a stone driveway. I would be that kid who walks around picking up really cool rocks.”

Since she was 16, Nagle has traveled to Israel, Italy, Greece, and Mexico on study abroad programs and has received hands-on experience in archaeological excavations.

“Trying to figure out the stories of the Earth or the stories of the people who lived on it, that to me is the most important thing, and that’s what I’m most interested in—being able to hold a bowl that nobody else has seen for 2,000 years and put that as a puzzle piece into the wider aspect of what we already know and what we will find out in the future.”

Nagle credits Schreyer staff and advisers with helping her to find an academic track that worked for her, even if it was less than traditional.

“I didn’t want to give up my interest in the geological sciences or the classics, so I decided to do both.”

“This is really, truly a place where even if you don’t fit a mold that other colleges might need you to fit, that’s perfectly OK. In fact, that’s encouraged. They’re never going to turn somebody away by saying, ‘Nobody’s done that before’.”

Nagle hopes to explore South and Central America and the British Isles as an archaeologist and would also like to return to Greece. Her top college priority has been to gain as much knowledge as she possibly can.

“It’s really sunk in that this is a place where if you want to learn, you have all the opportunities. If they’re not there already, you have all the avenues to go through and find them.”

“TRAVELING ABSOLUTELY BRINGS PEOPLE TOGETHER, AND IT TEACHES YOU ABOUT CULTURES THAT YOU MIGHT NOT HAVE HAD ANY CONTACT WITH OTHERWISE.”
Josh Riley joined a number of clubs during his freshman year at Penn State.

“I saw that the leader, so many times, was a Schreyer Scholar as well. A lot of these clubs had nothing to do with academics. One of them was club kickball. That kind of participation has shown me that being in Schreyer doesn’t mean you’re just in Schreyer, it means you have an opportunity to be a leader at Penn State, in the entire student body.”

Riley is a leader at Schreyer, too. He was the executive director of Empower Orphans, an organization founded by a fellow Schreyer Scholar to help vulnerable children; has been a team leader for SHO TIME, the College’s annual student orientation event, for multiple years; and has applied to be a captain for the upcoming Penn State Dance Marathon.

A volunteer trainer in the Mount Nittany Medical Center Emergency Department, Riley aspires to be a leader in the medical profession someday. His mother is an infectious disease physician at Lancaster General Hospital, and he shadowed her as both a young child and after he started college.

“It was seeing her interactions with patients, how much she loved her job. It just struck me as I can see myself doing this and I could really enjoy being a doctor. Her entire day is walking into a room with a patient and talking to them about their life, what their problems are, and how to move forward. That’s something I’d love to be able to do in my future career.”

Riley values the support system he has found within the Schreyer Honors College, which includes advice he has received from his Honors advisers and medical panels he has attended. His peers have made a great impact as well.

“I’ve met so many other premedical students who share similar drive, similar motivations that have encouraged me to keep going and keep looking into the medical field.”
Grants: The Schreyer Honors College awards grants to help offset the costs associated with traveling abroad for study, research, or service. Grants are also available to assist with living expenses associated with unpaid summer internships and research.

Study Abroad: In 2016-17, Schreyer Honors College dedicated $300,000 to support international experiences for Scholars.

Signature Study Abroad Programs:
- Summer programs in India and South America
- London Study Tour, a theatre-intensive program open to any major
- Semester Exchange Program with University College Freiburg, Germany

The Honors Thesis: The thesis distinguishes a Schreyer Scholar’s career and accomplishments at Penn State. It is a substantial, scholarly work that defines a Scholar’s academic achievement.

The Scholars Medal: The medal is awarded to graduating Scholars who have successfully completed the college’s academic requirements. A Scholar’s diploma and transcript note that the individual graduated with honors in a specific academic area.

Distinguished Honors Faculty Program: This program brings leading faculty members together with Scholars to challenge their intellect to discover, explore, and discuss subjects from all disciplines. The DHFP helps Scholars learn how to interact in formal and informal settings. Past programs include global health and entrepreneurship, visits to embassies in Washington, D.C., and Johns Hopkins Hospital to learn about cancer disparities.

Academic Excellence Scholarship: All first-year Schreyer Scholars receive the Academic Excellence Scholarship, a value of $5,000 per year, renewable for a total of four years (eight semesters). The scholarship may be combined with other need- and merit-based University funding up to the total cost of attendance.

HALLMARKS OF THE SCHREYER HONORS COLLEGE

Honors Courses: More than 300 courses, taught by leading faculty, span the academic spectrum. Honors classes typically enroll no more than twenty-five students. Some honors courses are enriched versions of regular Penn State offerings while others are unique to the honors curriculum.

Honors Advising: Honors advisers help Schreyer Scholars explore interests and possibilities while keeping them focused on their academic requirements.

Priority Registration: Schreyer Scholars are able to schedule classes first—well before course registration begins for other Penn State students.

Honors Courses: More than 300 courses, taught by leading faculty, span the academic spectrum. Honors classes typically enroll no more than twenty-five students. Some honors courses are enriched versions of regular Penn State offerings while others are unique to the honors curriculum.

Honors Advising: Honors advisers help Schreyer Scholars explore interests and possibilities while keeping them focused on their academic requirements.

Priority Registration: Schreyer Scholars are able to schedule classes first—well before course registration begins for other Penn State students.

HONORS GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

- 35 honors credits
- 3.40 cumulative GPA
- Submission and approval of an honors thesis

Visit shc.psu.edu for a full list of requirements.
BECOMING A SCHREYER SCHOLAR

Selection is based on a supplemental application, which includes essays (essay questions will be published at shc.psu.edu/admissions in mid-July), short answer questions, and recommendations. Your academic record will also be reviewed. A separate application fee is required. Students who apply by our Nov. 30 priority deadline are eligible to participate in our optional Alumni Interview program. Interviews will be held in January.

SEPT 1
Application is available through the general Penn State admission application

NOV 30
Priority deadline to submit your application

DEC 20
Final application deadline

JAN
Optional Alumni Interviews

Late FEB
Decisions are announced

shc.psu.edu/admissions

HONORS AT ALL PENN STATE CAMPUSES

Schreyer Scholars may start at any of Penn State’s undergraduate campuses but must complete their studies (junior and senior years) at one of seven Penn State campuses: Abington, Altoona, Behrend, Berks, Brandywine, Harrisburg, or University Park. All undergraduate campuses except University Park also have their own honors programs, which offer special academic and extracurricular enrichment opportunities. These programs have their own selection criteria. For more information, please contact the honors coordinator or admissions office at the campus you are interested in attending.

LATER ENTRY TO SCHREYER HONORS COLLEGE

Current Penn State students with exemplary academic records may be considered for entry into the Schreyer Honors College through the Gateway admission process, subject to the approval of their department or college. Typically, this consideration occurs at the end of the sophomore year. Please contact the Schreyer Honors College or your academic adviser for more information.

shc.psu.edu/admissions/apply/gateway.cfm

SCHREYER HONORS COLLEGE STUDENT PROFILE

Fields of study:
- Engineering 28%
- Business 10%
- Liberal Arts 18%
- Information Sciences and Technology 2%
- Health and Human Development 6%
- Agrcultural Sciences 4%
- Science 18%
- Nursing 1%
- Social Sciences 2%
- Languages, Literatures, and Cultures 3%
- Education 2%
- Arts and Architecture 3%
- Exploratory 2%
- Earth and Mineral Sciences 3%

Members of the Schreyer Honors College total student body hail from thirty-six states, two U.S. territories, and thirty-three countries.

LIVING WITH HONORS

Scholars housing is the perfect mix of residence-life fun in an environment dedicated to academic achievement.

Simmons and Atherton Halls
- Located on campus, near downtown State College, close to restaurants, shopping, libraries, and workout facilities
- Social hours and fireside chats with alumni, faculty, and staff
- 10+ study areas and 24/7 computer labs
- 3 TV lounges
- 2 soundproof music practice rooms
- rec rooms with ping-pong, pool, air hockey, and foosball

The GLOBE
- Within honors housing is a special living option called The GLOBE, which brings the world closer to home. This recently renovated floor in Simmons Hall houses seventy-four Scholars interested in global issues. Cultural films, discussions with faculty on globalization, demonstrations of ethnic food cooking, and conversations with Scholars who have recently studied abroad are among the programs offered.

SCHREYER SCHOLARS REPRESENT THE TOP 2% OF STUDENTS AT PENN STATE WHO LEAD NOT ONLY IN THE CLASSROOM BUT ALSO IN RESEARCH, ENTREPRENEURSHIP, ON THE ATHLETIC FIELD, IN THEIR COMMUNITIES, AND IN SERVICE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.
Penn State has something for everyone with more than 1,200 clubs and organizations—many led by Schreyer Scholars. Our students lead not only in the classroom, but across the University, in NCAA Division I sports; THON, the largest student-run philanthropy in the world; Penn State Blue Band; and social and volunteer organizations. Nittany Lion mascots have been Schreyer Scholars and for the past four years, a Scholar has served as the Drum Major.

Student Life

“People told me you’ll meet people from everywhere in college, but nobody really said everywhere.”

Marlisa Shaw traveled to Ghana during her sophomore year in high school and worked with a medical clinic. She plans to apply for the MD/PhD program at Hershey Medical Center with the eventual goal of practicing bench to bedside. She doesn’t want to treat disease; she wants to cure it.

“This is what happens when you just go for it. You learn how to learn; the importance of knowing why you do things.”

Marlisa Shaw ’20
Eberly College of Science Premajor
Millennium Scholars Program
Awards

DURING THE 2016–17 ACADEMIC YEAR, SCHREYER HONORS SCHOLARS HAVE BEEN THE RECIPIENTS OF NUMEROUS AWARDS, BOTH NATIONALLY AND AROUND THE WORLD. These students exemplify the mission of the Schreyer Honors College: to achieve excellence with integrity, build a global perspective, and create opportunities for leadership and civic engagement.

ALEX SMITH
GOLDWATER SCHOLARSHIP WINNER 2017
Alex Smith was awarded a Goldwater Scholarship from the Barry Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in Education Foundation, the premier undergraduate award of its type in the fields of mathematics, science, and engineering. Smith, a junior majoring in biochemistry and molecular biology, was a winner of a 2016 Erickson Discovery Grant from Penn State’s Office of Undergraduate Education.

CANDICE CRUTCHFIELD
ALL IN AT PENN STATE AWARD WINNER
Candice Crutchfield, a junior majoring in criminology and communication arts and sciences, was one of two recipients of Penn State’s inaugural “All In at Penn State” achievement award, which recognizes those who contribute to the University’s diversity, equity, and inclusion mission by demonstrating exceptional accomplishment, leadership, or innovation.

NOAH LINGWALL
WALKER AWARD WINNER 2017
Noah Lingwall, a graduating senior majoring in history, was named the 2017 recipient of the Eric A. Walker Award, which is presented annually to the student who has contributed most to enhancing the reputation of the University through extracurricular activities. He was a co-founder of Penn State’s Music Service Club and also served on the Council of LionHearts.

MATTHEW RODA
CO-FOUNDER, REFLEXION INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGIES
Matthew Roda, a sophomore majoring in health policy and administration, won third place at the Student Startup Madness (SSM) 2016–17 National Championship Finals at the SXSW Interactive conference in Austin, Texas, for the portable concussion-screening device he developed with two other students. Their startup, Reflexion Interactive Technologies, also took first place in a televised startup competition with other Penn State students called “The Investment.”

FULBRIGHT SCHOLARSHIPS
2016–17 WINNERS
For the fifth straight year, Penn State was included on the U.S. Department of State’s list of colleges and universities producing the most Fulbright U.S. students. For the 2016–17 academic year, five Schreyer Honors College Scholars received Fulbright awards and will pursue international experiences and serve as ambassadors of Penn State and the United States across the globe.

“I LIKED THE FLEXIBILITY OF THE DEPARTMENT. I LIKED THAT THEY WERE WILLING TO ACCOMMODATE INDEPENDENT STUDIES. IF I HAD INTEREST IN OTHER TOPICS, THEY WERE WILLING TO WORK WITH ME.”

ALEJANDRO CUEVAS VILLALBA ’18
Security and Risk Analysis Major, English Leadership Development Minor

Alejandro Cuevas Villalba came to Penn State from Paraguay planning to major in engineering. But Penn State and Schreyer alumnus Christopher Catalano ’04 IST, who met him through Schreyer’s Mentoring with Honors program, encouraged him to take a look at information technology. He is currently a part of the Center for Human-Computer Interaction, led by Dr. John M. Carroll, and the Center for Cyber Security, Information Privacy, and Trust, led by Dr. Peng Liu.

THE MOST FUNDAMENTAL VALUE THAT SCHREYER HAS GIVEN TO ME IS THE ABILITY TO SATISFY MY CURIOUS MIND.”

“I LIKED THE FLEXIBILITY OF THE DEPARTMENT. I LIKED THAT THEY WERE WILLING TO ACCOMMODATE INDEPENDENT STUDIES. IF I HAD INTEREST IN OTHER TOPICS, THEY WERE WILLING TO WORK WITH ME.”

ALEJANDRO CUEVAS VILLALBA ’18
Security and Risk Analysis Major, English Leadership Development Minor
Schreyer Scholars have opportunities to be matched with some of the University’s most accomplished graduates through the Society of Distinguished Alumni Mentoring Program. Additionally, through the college’s Mentoring with Honors Program, Scholar alumni connect with individual Scholars to share their perspectives on navigating life, both in college and after graduation. Schreyer Honors College has one of the largest alumni engagement programs on campus in terms of numbers and hours engaged.

“\[I wanted to\] hone in on my leadership abilities.”

“I wanted to hone in on my leadership abilities.”

“Schreyer gave me an environment that brought out the best in me. It gave me opportunities to take on things that I wouldn’t have otherwise been able to do.”

Jared Edgar McKnight ’11
B.Arch, B.A., International Studies
Associate and Designer at WRT
2016 Schreyer Outstanding Scholar Alumnus Winner

Jared Edgar McKnight was a designer on the redesign of the Hoover-Mason Trestle, converting the site of the former steel plant into a park. He won the 2016 American Institute of Architects National Associates Award, which is given to those who demonstrate leadership and commitment to membership in the community.
Industry Leaders

WE ARE PROUD OF OUR SCHREYER HONORS COLLEGE ALUMNI WHO GO ON TO BECOME LEADERS ACROSS INDUSTRIES. For our Scholars, this presents an opportunity to develop mentor/mentee relationships—one of which turn into full-time employment opportunities. For our alumni, it is a chance to remain engaged with the college and help inspire the next generation of the country’s leaders. For employers, it presents a glimpse into the caliber of students matriculating from the Schreyer Honors College.

LISA BAIRD ’82 LIB
Chief Marketing Officer
United States Olympic Committee

DANIELLE BASSETT ’04 SCI
2014 MacArthur Fellow, Genius Grant
Assistant Professor of Innovation, University of Pennsylvania

LOU D’AMBROSIO ’86 BUS
Chairman of the Board, Sensus
Former CEO and president, Sears Holdings
Avaya

MARY BETH LONG ’85 COM
First woman to serve as United States Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs
Co-owner and co-founder, Askari Defense and Intelligence, LLC
Owner and founder, METIS Solutions, LLC
Owner and founder, M B Long & Associates, PLLC

DAVID RUSENKO ’07 IST
CEO and Co-Founder, Weebly

ANDY SIEG ’89 BUS
Head of Merrill Lynch Wealth Management

REBECCA FUNK ’07 BUS
Co-founder and CEO, The Outrage

RYAN NEWMAN ’01 BUS
Vice President, Investment Management Division, Goldman, Sachs & Co.

KELLY AYOTTE ’90
Former United States Senator

ETHAN WENDELE ’13 ENG
President/CEO, DiamondBack Automotive

Graduate/Professional School Placements
Colorado School of Mines
Columbia University
Cornell University
Duke University
Harvard Law School
Harvard Medical School
London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Northwestern University
Princeton University
Royal Veterinary College at the University of London
Stanford University
Texas A&M
University of California, Berkeley
University of Cambridge
University of Chicago
University of Michigan
University of Notre Dame
University of Pennsylvania
Vanderbilt University

Employers
Bloomberg L.P.
Boeing
Citi
Deloitte
Federal Reserve
General Motors
Goldman Sachs
Hershey
IBM
Johnson & Johnson
JPMorgan Chase
KPMG
Lockheed Martin
L’Oreal
McKinsey & Co.
Microsoft Corporation
Morgan Stanley
PNC
Pratt & Whitney
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Raymond James
Shell Oil
SpaceX
Teach for America
United Healthcare
Vanguard

WE SEEK STUDENTS WITH HIGH INTELLECTUAL HORSEPOWER AND THE ABILITY TO BE LIFELONG LEARNERS.

WE FEEL THE SCHREYER HONORS COLLEGE IS A GOOD PLACE FOR US TO START OUR SEARCH.

KIMBERLY NGUYEN
Microsoft

Scholar alumni in conversation: Lauren Young, Wealth Editor, Thomson Reuters, interviews Andy Sieg, Head of Merrill Lynch Wealth Management.

David Rusenko is the CEO and co-founder of Weebly, a web-hosting service.
CAMPUS SECURITY CRIME STATISTICS—The Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act and Pennsylvania Act of 1988 require that crime statistics for Pennsylvania colleges and universities be made available to applicants upon request. Penn State’s combined Annual Security and Annual Fire Safety Report includes statistics for the previous three years concerning reported crimes that occurred on campus, in certain off-campus buildings owned or controlled by the University, and on public property within or immediately adjacent to and accessible from the campus. The report also includes institutional policies concerning campus security, such as those concerning alcohol and drug use, crime prevention, the reporting of crimes, sexual assault, and other matters. You may obtain this information for the Penn State campus to which you are applying by accessing the website at www.police.psu.edu/clery/ A printed copy of the report may be obtained by writing to University Police & Public Safety, The Pennsylvania State University, Eisenhower Parking Deck, University Park PA 16802-6703 or by calling 814-865-1864.

THIS PUBLICATION IS AVAILABLE IN ALTERNATIVE MEDIA ON REQUEST. The University is committed to equal access to programs, facilities, admission, and employment for all persons. It is the policy of the University to maintain an environment free of harassment and free of discrimination against any person because of age, race, color, ancestry, national origin, religion, creed, service in the uniformed services (as defined in state and federal law), veteran status, sex, sexual orientation, marital or family status, pregnancy, pregnancy-related conditions, physical or mental disability, gender, perceived gender, gender identity, genetic information, or political ideas. Discriminatory conduct and harassment, as well as sexual misconduct and relationship violence, violates the dignity of individuals, impedes the realization of the University’s educational mission, and will not be tolerated. Direct all inquiries regarding the nondiscrimination policy to Dr. Kenneth Lehman III, Vice Provost for Affirmative Action, Affirmative Action Office, The Pennsylvania State University, SIB Bouscher Building, University Park, PA 16802-5901; Email: kfl2@psu.edu; Tel 814-863-0471. Produced by the Penn State Department of Strategic Communications. U.Ed. SHC 17-60; U.Ed. UAO 17-334 06-30M